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Indianapolis Police Seize Very Convincing Fake
Matisse From Drunk, Feuding Roommates
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This week’s strangest art theft story out of the
Midwest comes to us from Indianapolis, where
officers from the city’s police department who
were responding to a domestic disturbance call
entered an apartment where two drunken
roommates were squabbling, only to become
concerned that one of the artworks on their wall
— what appeared to be Henri Matisse’s 1937
painting “Romanian Blouse” (pictured) — had
been stolen from the Cincinnati Museum of Art.
After all, the painting was labeled “Cincinnati Art
Museum” and “Bequest of Mary E. Johnston,”
prompting the officers to call up the Ohio
institution.
The Cincinnati Museum responded that no, its
Matisse — which was indeed a bequest from
Johnston — was hanging exactly where it was
supposed to be, the Associated Press reports.
Nevertheless, the responding offers continued to
inquire of the artwork’s origins.
Henri Matisse, “Romanian Blouse,” 1937. Courtesy the Cincinnati
Museum of Art

“I just couldn’t walk,” Indianapolis Police Department officer Robert Robinson told WISH. “It probably
was nothing, but I would kick myself for years if I didn’t do something.”
The inebriated roomies eventually admitted that the artwork, though it may not be an authentic
Matisse, was indeed stolen. One of them had received the very convincing imitation Matisse from a
man who had stolen it seven years ago in what may or may not have been a drug deal. That man is
now in prison. Indianapolis police then seized the fake painting, and officials from Cincinnati will come
to inspect it.
“Regardless if it is worth $30 or $30 million, it is still a piece of stolen art,” IPD sergeant Gregg Arkins
said. “We want to find out who the owner is.”
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